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Part 1: “From the challenges of consumers’ perception … 

Understanding the concerns (theory part)

Part 2 …to challenging the perception”

Proposing some concrete answers based on best case practices 
(practical part)  

Foreword

Focus of this presentation: How to communicate in a state of 
permanent criticism? As an example the EU livestock debate

Objective: understand the issues at stake without making value 
judgements



Introduction - The game changer in Europe ?  The animal 
welfare concern – and the related communication (1/4)

Veganism and critics towards traditional livestock production is a rising trend 
on social media and in the media…





The game changer in Europe ?  The animal welfare 
concern – and the related communication (2/4)

At EU level those questions are at the center of many of our debates
especially since the appointment of the new Commission in 2019. 

The launch of the Green Deal has turned some of those claims into
policy objectives.    

Over the past 2 years we spoke about livestock reduction, ban of 
livestock products promotion, promotion of plant based diet, cage free 
farming, misleading meat and dairy denomination etc…    



The game changer in Europe ?  The animal welfare 
concern – and the related communication (3/4)

According to perception studies
Meat/dairy consumption is reduced in 
the name of health…

…but a complete ban is decided on the 
basis of ethical considerations of animal 
welfare and the environment.

Only 6% of respondents in France, Spain, the United Kingdom and Germany 
declare themselves vegetarians or vegans.

Flexitarians represent between 20% and 25% of the populations of the four 
countries studied: France, Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom. 



According to a recent 
survey commissioned by 
the EFSA, when buying 
food, ethics and beliefs still 
appear as limited drivers.

However Ethical issues are 
on the rise.

Conclusion: It is high 
time to engage actively in 
this debate!  

The game changer in Europe ?  The animal welfare 
concern – and the related communication (4/4) 



Understanding the animal welfare question from a 
communication perspective

Part 1: The challenges of consumers’ perception … 



Why is that so hard to make our voice heard? (1/6)

A demographic concern:

European farmers are a rural, rather homogenous and 
older group when compared to the average population. 

One third (32%) of farm managers in the EU were 65 
years of age or more. Only 11% of farm managers in the EU 
were young farmers under the age of 40 years. The 
farming profession is dominated by men, with only about 
three in ten (29%) EU farm managers being women. 

Harder to get connections with the general 
media, to have a community of online influencers 
and well-established ambassadors.   



Why is that so hard to make our voice heard? (1/6)

At the opposite end, the “vegan trend” seems to 
attract more women, young people (under 35 
years of age), urban populations. 

A symbolic opposition between two parallel 
cultures/groups that don’t have much 
interaction besides social media/media.  

Conclusion: 1) we should pay great attention to 
WHO is emitting our messages to speak to 
those consumers 
2) We should consider this gap in most of our 
communications



A problem of cognition: « I know food therefore I know how it is
produced » 

Why is it so hard to make our voice heard? (2/6)

Conclusion: Campaigns that
are attaking the competence or 
answering directly to critics
won’t be efficient as they will
reinforce convictions. 

Campaigns that will be too
simple or too emotional will be
considered « propaganda ». 

It is a better option to show 
the complexity of the 
discussion 

Conclusion: Use carefully the 
concept of « fake news »



Meat/dairy products are not neutral in terms of value 
and symbolically. 

Current criticism of meat and milk products is in 
fact quite old: the Puritans of the 18th century were 
already trying to remove these products from their 
diet. 

Today the non-consumption of meat is used as a 
marker of social distinction, a way of demonstrating 
one's ethics. 

Conclusion: Questioning ethics is a new 
dimension of agricultural communication, we are 
not used to it and we have to rethink our approach. 

Why is it so hard to make our voice heard? (2/6)



Why is it so hard to make our voice heard? (3/6)

A question of approach – direct lobbying vs. Indirect influence  

The active use of communication is also a way to get financed and today
those organisations have important funds and use advanced marketing 
strategies at EU level.  



Why is it so hard to make our voice heard? (3/6)
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The consumer journey – a traditional marketing approach 

Visuals more efficient than words… 
Use of emotive language engages the reader….



Why is it so hard to make our voice heard? (4/6)

The “objectivization effect” –
“science is set when it comes to meat/dairy 
consumption”

The use of marketing to promote one side 
of the debate: The Eat lancet report



Why is it so hard to make our voice heard? (4/6)

A 47 pages report backed up by a powerful 
communication campaign  - a growing trend

The abstracts that are proposed are more radical 
and do not reflect the methodology/ the doubt 
present in the full report. 

In this kind of campaign, messages are tested 
within study groups to find the most effective 
concepts for the media/decision makers. 

A “wow” effect – so impressive and fast that you 
will agree without discussing it 

A communication proposed at the same 
time in a different language on a different 
media channel. This required a lot of 
time and preparation!



A problem of approach with the media 

Why is it so hard to make our voice heard? (5/6)

Complex/technical stories do not make 
good headlines. 

Stuck to the defence, forced to explain 
farming practices in a limited time with 
limited data 

Journalists in Brussels have limited 
contacts with livestock farmers/important 
turn over



The « salami tactic»   

Why is it so hard to make our voice heard? (6/6)

EAT lancet and WWF “Meat guides” : To move the 
consumption of meat from red to yellow and green 
(more sustainable).

A problem with the understanding of the strategy

Experience at EU level shows that the “livestock 
free” promoters are well organised, well advised and 
follow consciously/unconsciously a precise agenda:

The generational strategy

The refusal of debate to prevent institutional and 
economic neutrality 

Friday for future

Veganizing the economy 

http://wwf.panda.org/knowledge_hub/where_we_work/baltic/solution/consume_project.cfm


Why is that so hard to make our voice heard? (6/6)

As a result very few individuals/organisations question the model that is promoted 
by the livestock sector as we tend to focus on answering critiques made to our 
different sectors:

A Vegan food system would create other problematic trade-offs, what would 
they be ? 

Would Veganism guarantee less animal harm ?

A “livestock free society” means a society that relies on synthetic products,  
would it be an environmental/social gain ? 

Would “Lab grown meat” have a better footprint than cattle in meadows ? 

Would you be willing to stop having pets like cats/dogs because it is considered 
slavery by some vegan theorists? 



Part 2 …to challenging the perception”

The silver bullet does not exist ! Multiple actions are 
required 

Few best case practices from across the EU

Presentation of the Meatthefacts Campaign



Answering the demographic concern, challenging the 
dunning Kruger effect (1/2) - FRANCE

Through social Media…

More efficient than institutional communication
Create farm influencers (invited in the media)



by phone !

Answering the demographic concern, challenging the 
dunning Kruger effect (2/2) - FRANCE



Supporting scientists and agronomists to set up in the debate

Avoinding the “objectivisation effect” (1/2) - BELGIUM



Developping communities:  the case of the #yes2meat  

Avoiding the “objectivisation effect” (2/2) – US



Working more closely with the Press (1/2) -
Italy  

Involving journalists – they know how to communicate/engage 
with the press!



Working more closely with the journalists (2/2) 

Press trips and open farms days – One of the best ways to create
a real understanding



Creating campaigns/networks to debunk 
misleading statements – Ireland  



Questioning the vegan agenda: The meat the facts 
campaign – EU    



A collective (re)action - #Meatthefacts

A year ago – first analysis of NGOs marketing 
strategy / willingness to replicate their approach 
to tell the other side of the EU livestock story. 

11 EU based organisations accepted to join us in 
this project (participation involved 
financial/knowledge investment) 

Creating a strong and user-oriented web 
platform addressing the most popular myths 
around livestock (something missing at EU level) 

To back up this platform with a visual/emotional 
360° communication campaign (NGO- style)



Working on the emotion in a non aggressive manner -
questioning the “vegan” paradigm



Using online paid advert systems to reach new audiences 
and engage the debate

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=bqvInY7E_CU


Working with key decision makers in a different way



Organising flash actions in the same way as NGOs (and 
no traditional farming protest)



Creating a central hub to engage with everyone and 
group all EU initiatives 

https://meatthefacts.eu/

https://meatthefacts.eu/


Being a referral point for the EU press when it comes to 
livestock ethical related issue – Speaking with one voice 



Test and prepare our messages on rising topics – most 
recent example with the meat denomination debate



Working in an open source/collaborative manner 

Once a document/visual/video is produced, it is shared with the whole community 
in a native format

Our initiative now has a relay in Spain, Portugal and Italy. We collaborate with the 
Irish Meat and Dairy facts. Finland will join in 2021. 



Livestock ethical issues are communication 
concerns that should be solved through 
communications 

A good communication campaign can be achieved 
with limited expenses

We should not be afraid of controversy: better to 
frame the debate ourselves than ‘be framed.’ 

Having precise/fact-based answers, questioning the 
model proposed by supporters of a “0 livestock Europe” 
is more efficient than emotional/direct answers  

We can theoretically rely on a larger and more 
supportive community – the livestock sector!

Don’t hesitate to join the European livestock Voice 
initiative !

Conclusion – key learnings 
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